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Network Coding Multicast Key-Capacity
Michael Langberg Michelle Effros

Abstract—For a multi-source multi-terminal noiseless network,
the key-dissemination problem involves the task of multicasting
a secret key K from the network sources to its terminals. As
in secure multicast network-coding, in the key-dissemination
problem the source nodes have access to independent randomness
and, as the network is noiseless, the resulting key K is a function
of the sources’ information. However, different from traditional
forms of multicast, in key-dissemination the key K need not
consist of source messages, but rather may be any function of
the information generated at the sources, as long as it is shared
by all terminals. Allowing the shared key K to be a mixture
of source information grants a flexibility to the communication
process which gives rise to the potential of increased key-rates
when compared to traditional secure multicast. The multicast
key-capacity is the supremum of achievable key-rates, subject to
the security requirement that the shared key is not revealed to
an eavesdropper with predefined eavesdropping capabilities. The
key-dissemination problem (termed also, secret key-agreement)
has seen significant studies over the past decades in memoryless
network structures. In this work, we initiate the study of key-
dissemination in the context of noiseless networks, i.e., network
coding. In this context, we study similarities and differences
between traditional secure-multicast and the more lenient task
of key-dissemination.

I. INTRODUCTION

A key-dissemination communication protocol is one in
which a key K, which is at times secret, is shared among
a collection of users as a prelude to future communication
tasks requiring shared user common knowledge. The task of
key dissemination (termed also, secret key-agreement) has
seen significant studies over the past decades in memoryless
network structures, e.g., [1]–[13] in which a collection of
nodes wish to share a common key over a noisy network
structure which is subject to eavesdropping. Typical network
structures in the studies above include a broadcast channel
enhanced with a public noiseless-channel, where the key is
generated at the source node and the eavesdropper has both
noisy access to the broadcasted information and noiseless
access to the public channel. Remarkably, the public channel
improves on the achievable key rate despite being completely
exposed to eavesdropping.

This work initiates the study of key-dissemination in the
context of noiseless networks, i.e., in the context of Network
Coding. Roughly speaking, for a multi-source, multi-terminal
network, in the key-dissemination problem one wishes to
multicast a key K of rate R from a collection of sources
to a collection of terminal nodes. Sources have access to
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independent randomness, and, as the network is noiseless, the
resulting key K is a function of the sources’ information.
However, unlike traditional forms of secure multicast, there is
no requirement on K beyond the following three constraints.
First, K should be delivered to all terminal nodes, second,
K should not be revealed to an eavesdropper with predefined
eavesdropping capabilities, and third, K is uniform and has
rate at least R. Allowing the shared key K to be any function
of the source information grants a flexibility to the communi-
cation process which gives rise to the potential of increased
key-rates when compared to traditional secure multicast. Given
a network instance, one seeks to determine the key-capacity,
naturally defined as the closure of all achievable key rates.
Formal definitions of the concepts above (and additional ones
that appear below) are given in detail in Section II.

The eavesdropper capabilities in the model under study may
differ depending on the motivation at hand. For example, one
may consider the extreme scenario in which every network
node is considered a malicious entity; here, we require that
for each non-terminal network node v, including each source
node contributing to the randomness determining K, the
information passing through v is independent of K. Figure 1.a
depicts an example. This scenario may be appropriate for
network protocols that share a secret key between a pair
of users to later be used as a one-time-pad for the secure
communication of sensitive information.

On the other extreme, consider a setting in which no security
is required. Such a setting may be applicable for communica-
tion among trusted parties. Now, key-dissemination becomes
the task of communicating any form of shared information
K to the network terminals without constraining what other
network components may learn. While this setting resembles
that of traditional (non-secure) communication, it leaves open
the possibility of increased rate due to the possibility that K
may be any function of the sources but need not be sufficient
to reconstruct source information.

A. Related work

The problem of network-coding, multi-source, multi-
terminal, key-dissemination is closely related to the task of
secure “wiretap” multicast network coding in which the goal
is to securely multicast source information to a collection of
terminals in the presence of an eavesdropper with, as above,
predefined eavesdropping capabilities. In full generality, the
model of secure multicast network-coding distinguishes be-
tween source nodes that have access to message information,
and nodes that generate independent randomness used to
enable secure communication. The majority of prior works
study single-source multicast in which the single source node
generates both messages and independent randomness, i.e., no
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additional network nodes can generate randomness, and the
eavesdropper can access any collection of up-to z network
links for a security parameter z, e.g., [14]–[20]. A major
result in this context includes a characterization of the secure
multicast capacity, which can be efficiently obtained by linear
codes.

The model in full generality, where several network nodes
may generate messages and/or independent randomness, is
studied in, e.g., [21]–[26]; its capacity is less well understood.
Specifically, [23] shows that determining the secure-multicast
capacity in instances with a single message-generating source,
a single terminal, and certain eavesdropping capabilities is NP-
Hard; [21], [22] show, for single-source, single-terminal set-
tings in which the eavesdropper can access any single (z = 1)
edge in the network (each of unit capacity), that determining
the secure-rate when any node can generate random keys is as
hard as the problem of characterizing the (non-secure) capacity
region of the k-unicast problem. The k-unicast problem is a
well known open problem in the study of network codes, e.g.,
[22], [27]–[29].

Secure network coding and key-dissemination are similar in
the sense that the information eventually shared between termi-
nals is kept secret from the network eavesdropper. They differ
in that in the former source nodes hold message information
that must be recovered while in the latter the key K may be
any function of the independent randomness held by the source
nodes. The flexible decoding in key-dissemination opens the
possibility of a key-rate R that exceeds the secure-multicast
capacity. The study at hand addresses the differences and
similarities between key-dissemination and secure-multicast.
Our results are summarized in Section I-B.

The problem of key-dissemination is related to other tasks
beyond that of secure multicast. Examples include network
coding scenarios in which the communicated information is
something other that pure source bits. For example, network
coding function-communication, e.g., [30]–[32], in which a
predetermined function of the source information, such as
a sum of source values [33]–[37], is to be shared between
all terminal nodes. Sum function network codes might lend
themselves to the problem of key-dissemination, as a key K
set to be the sum of all source information is independent of
partial sums (including individual source randomness) com-
municated over network edges. Two networks illustrating key
dissemination using sum function network codes are depicted
in Figure 1. As with secure multicast in it general form, deter-
mining the capacity of sum networks is as hard as determining
the capacity of multiple-unicast network coding [34]; this is
shown through a reduction implying, rather counter intuitively,
that linear codes do not suffice to achieve capacity in sum-
networks.

In both secure-multicast and functional-communication, the
information transmitted is required to be a certain prede-
termined function of the source information. Pliable index
coding [38] is an example prior work in which the information
decoded at terminals is of a flexible nature loosely reminiscent
of the flexibility of the key K in the key-dissemination
problem. Index coding is a representative form of multiple-
unicast network coding [39]–[41] in which a server holding all

s1 s2 s3

b1 b3b2

b1+b2b2+b3

b1+b3

b1+b2+b3b1+b2+b3b1+b2+b3

b2b1

b1+b2

(a) (b)

s1 s2

Fig. 1: Two simple example networks expressing the difference
between secure-multicast and key-dissemination. Source si generates
random bit bi. Terminals appear on the lowest layer of the networks.
All edges are of capacity 1. Networks (a) and (b) are examples
in which the key-dissemination capacity is 1, with K being the
sum-of-sources, even when the eavesdropper is capable of accessing
all information available to any single non-terminal node of the
network (including the source nodes). The secure-multicast capacity
with such an eavesdropper is 0. While Network (b) is a trivial
such example, Network (a) also acts as a simplified example for
the proof of Theorem 3.4 exhibiting a multiplicative advantage of
α = 2 to answer Question 1 “To mix or not to mix,” with a
definitive demonstration that mixing offers a rate advantage (giving
Rkey(I) = 1 and Rkey(2)(I) = 0.5).

source messages wishes to communicate through a capacity-
limited noiseless broadcast channel with multiple terminals,
each holding potentially distinct message side-information and
requiring potentially distinct messages. Pliable index coding
[38] is a variant of index coding in which terminals are
required to decode not a specific source message, but any
message they do not already have as side information, a
flexibility implying significant rate advantages when compared
to traditional index coding. Various forms of security in the
context of index coding and pliable index-coding have been
studied, e.g., in [42]–[45].

Finally, the problem of secret-key generation in the context
of wireless networks using the methodology of network coding
(i.e., that of performing coding operations at internal network
nodes) has appeared, for example, in the context of sensor
networks [46], dynamic wireless systems [47], and multireso-
lutional streaming [48]. The models, questions, and results of
the works above differ significantly from those presented in
this work.

B. Main questions and results addressed in this work

In this work we study the relationship between the key-
dissemination problem and the traditional secure-multicast
problem. Our study is guided by the following two questions:

Question 1: To mix or not to mix? Does the flexibility
allowing K to be any function of source randomness improve
the rate of communication when compared to traditional com-
munication, in which pre-specified messages must be decoded
at terminals. In other words, does allowing terminals the
ability to directly decode a mixture of source randomness hold
rate benefits?
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Question 2: How hard is key-dissemination? While ef-
ficient, capacity-achieving codes for non-secure (multiple-
source) multicast network coding and for certain settings of
secure multicast are well understood, and the design of such
codes for other settings of secure multicast is currently open,
what can be said for the key-dissemination problem regarding
the tasks of determining the capacity and mastering code-
design?

In our study of the key-dissemination problem, we present
the following results. Our results are presented below in
a loose manner and stated rigorously after our model is
presented in Section II.

1) Single-source case: When only one source can generate
randomness, we show that key-dissemination is equivalent to
secure multicast. Namely, with respect to Question 1, there
is no benefit in this setting to solutions that “mix,” i.e., to
solutions in which terminals directly decode a mixture of
source randomness. Moreover, with respect to Question 2,
code design and capacity are well understood for certain eaves-
dropping capabilities and are open for others; this corresponds
to the state of the art for secure multicast. Our results for the
single-source case are presented in Theorem 3.1.

2) Non-secure case: In the non-secure multi-source set-
ting of key-dissemination, one wishes to establish shared
randomness K among terminal nodes, but does not need to
protect K from other network components. While this setting
resembles that of traditional (non-secure) multicast, it leaves
open the possibility that directly decoding a “mixture” of
source randomness (in the sense of Question 1) may increase
the key rate. For linear codes, which are capacity achieving
for traditional (non-secure) multi-source multicast network
coding, we show in Theorem 3.2 that mixing does not help,
thus resolving Question 1 in the negative. For general codes
in the non-secure case, Questions 1 and 2 remain open and
are subject to future work.

3) General case, complexity: We study Question 2 in
the context of key dissemination and show in Theorem 3.3
and Corollary 3.1 that computing the capacity of the key
dissemination problem even when only single edges may
be eavesdropped, is as hard as determining the multiple-
unicast network coding capacity. Our hardness result is based
on reducing hard instances of secure multicast to the key-
dissemination problem.

4) General case, mixing: Finally, we study Question 1 in
the context of key dissemination in its general form. For multi-
source key-dissemination, depending on the eavesdropping
capabilities, it is not hard to construct simple instances that
have large key-dissemination rate while the corresponding
secure-multicast rate is zero. As a result, mixing has an
advantage here. Two such instances are given in Figure 1.
In each we assume that the eavesdropper has access to source
nodes, and therefor it is necessary for each source random
variable to be independent from the shared key K. Such a
stringent security requirement does not allow a positive secure-
multicast rate, but mixing at terminal nodes may allow a large
key-dissemination rate.

To better understand the potential benefits in allowing the
decoders to directly decode a mixture of source randomness,

we compare between two potential decoding procedures in the
context of key-dissemination. First consider a 2-stage decoding
procedure in which each terminal starts by decoding source
information (as in the setting of secure-multicast) and only
then proceeds in defining K to be a function of the decoded
source information from the first stage. For example, as in
Figure 1.b, one may consider a terminal that decodes, in the
first stage, message b1 from source 1 and b2 from source 2, and
defines the key K to be the sum b1+b2 in the second stage. The
information held by each source is not independent of the de-
coded information (b1, b2) of the first stage, but is independent
of the final key K. Implying that, while the secure-multicast
rate in this case is zero, one can still obtain a key K from
first decoding source messages and then combining them in a
secure way to form K. Such 2-stage decoders (defined in detail
in Section III) are natural for key dissemination; however, they
may still be inferior when compared to unrestricted decoders
that can directly decode K from their incoming information.
Indeed, in Theorem 3.4, we show instances for which there is
a multiplicative benefit in rate (that grows with the network
size) to directly decoding K over the 2-stage decoder. One
such example network, exhibiting a multiplicative benefit of
2, is depicted in Figure 1.a.

II. MODEL

A. Multicast Network Coding

Network Coding Instance: An instance I = (G,S,D,B)
of the network coding problem includes an acyclic1 directed
network G = (V,E) in which each edge e ∈ E has an
associated capacity ce, a collection of source nodes S ⊆ V ,
a collection of terminal nodes D ⊆ V , and a collection of
subsets of edges B = {β1, . . . , β|B|}, βi ⊆ E that may be
subject to eavesdropping.

Each source node si ∈ S holds an unlimited collection
of independent, uniformly distributed bits {bij}j . Given the
acyclic nature of G, we assume that communication occurs
according to the topological order in V , where for blocklength
n every edge e ∈ E carries a message over an alphabet Xne
of size b2cenc. Roughly speaking, multicast-communication at
rate R is successful if at the end of the communication process
all terminals d ∈ D share a random variable K uniformly
distributed over [2Rn] that is independent from the information
held by any individual subset of edges β ∈ B. Here, for x > 0,
[x] = {1, 2, . . . , bxc}.

Network Codes: More formally, for blocklegth n, network
code (F ,G) = ({fe}, {gj}) is an assignment of encoding
functions {fe} for each edge e ∈ E and a decoding function
gj to each terminal dj ∈ D. For every edge e = (u, v), the
edge message Xn

e ∈ X
n
e from u to v is equal to the evaluation

of encoding function fe on inputs Xn
In(u). Here, for a generic

node u0, Xn
In(u0) equals ((Xn

e′ : e′ = (v, u0) ∈ E), ({bij}j :
u0 = si)) and captures all information available to node u0

during the communication process. Communication proceeds
according to a topological order on E and is considered

1We assume acyclicity for simplicity. Using standard techniques outlined,
e.g., in [49], our results hold also for cyclic networks.
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successful if for every terminal dj ∈ D the evaluation of
decoding functions gj on the vector of random variables
Xn

In(dj) equals the reproduction of a uniform random variable
K over alphabet [2Rn] for a target rate R such that for every
β ∈ B, I(K; (Xn

e : e ∈ β)) = 0. That is, we seek zero-error
key-dissemination with perfect security2. Specifically,

Key-dissemination feasibility: Instance I is said to be
(R,n)key-feasible if there exists a network code (F ,G) with
blocklength n such that
• Key Rate: K is a uniform random variable with H(K) =
Rn.

• Decoding: For all dj ∈ D, H(K|Xn
In(dj)) = 0.

• Secrecy: I(K; (Xn
e : e ∈ β)) = 0 for any subset β ∈ B.

Secure-multicast (sum-rate) feasibility: Our model slightly
changes when discussing secure-multicast. In the secure-
multicast setting, one distinguishes between source-nodes Sm
that hold message information and source nodes Sr that hold
independent randomness used for masking. The two subsets
may intersect. As before, we assume that every node si
in Sm ∪ Sr holds an unlimited collection of independent
bits {bij}j . Instance I = (G, (Sm, Sr), D,B) is said to be
(R,n)sec-feasible if there exists a network code (F ,G) with
blocklength n such that
• Message Rate: K is a uniform random variable with
H(K) = Rn such that K equals a collection of bits
included in (bij : si ∈ Sm), i.e., bits generated by sources
in Sm.

• Decoding: For all dj ∈ D, H(K|Xn
In(dj)) = 0.

• Secrecy: I(K; (Xn
e : e ∈ β)) = 0 for any subset β ∈ B.

Notice the difference between secure-multicast feasibility
and key-dissemination feasibility, in the former the key K
consists of a collection of random bits bij generated at source
nodes si ∈ Sm while in the latter K may consist of any
function of random bits {bij}ij (of sources si ∈ S).

Definition 2.1 (Key Capacity and Secure Capacity): The
multicast key-capacity of I, denoted by Rkey(I), is the
maximum R for which for all ∆ > 0 there exist infinitely
many blocklengths n such that I is (R−∆, n)key-feasible. Re-
stricting all encoding and decoding operations to be linear, we
define the multicast linear key-capacity RL

key(I) analogously.
The secure capacity Rsec(I) and its linear variant RL

sec(I)
are the corresponding capacities.

III. FORMAL STATEMENT OF RESULTS

Throughout this work we study the connections between
key-dissemination and secure-multicast. In many of the state-
ments below, given an instance I = (G,S,D,B) of the key-
dissemination problem, we define a corresponding “refined”
instance for secure-multicast Isec = (G, (Sm, Sr), D,B)
which is identical to I except for the definition of Sm and
Sr which are both set to equal S, i.e., in Isec, all source
nodes in S can generate both message bits and random bits

2Although we do not discuss asymptotically vanishing error and/or weaker
security requirements in this work, our results can be extended to these settings
given the broad nature of the results in [21].

used for masking. By our definitions in Section II, it holds for
I and the corresponding Isec that Rsec(Isec) ≤ Rkey(I), as
any code that is (R,n)sec-feasible on Isec is also (R,n)key-
feasible on I. Our study is motivated by the potential benefit
of Rkey(I) over Rsec(Isec).

Theorem 3.1 (Single source case): Let I = (G,S,D,B)
be an instance of the key-dissemination problem with |S| =
1, and let Isec = (G, (Sm, Sr), D,B) be the corresponding
instance of the secure multicast problem with Sm = Sr = S,
then

Rkey(I) = Rsec(Isec)

Theorem 3.2 (Non-secure case): Let I = (G,S,D,B) be
an instance of the key-dissemination problem with B = φ, and
let Isec = (G, (Sm, Sr), D,B) be the corresponding instance
of the secure multicast problem with Sm = Sr = S, then

RL
key(I) = RL

sec(Isec).

Remark 3.1: The question of whether Theorem 3.2 holds
for general (not necessarily linear) codes remains open. In
other words, Question 1 restricted to the non-secure setting,
which asks if “mixing helps,” is unsolved. Equivalently, since
Rsec(Isec) = RL

sec(Isec) in this case, it is unknown if there is
an advantage to non-linear codes in key-dissemination when
B = φ.

Theorem 3.3: Let Isec = (G, (Sm, Sr), D,B) be a secure-
multicast instance with |Sm| = 1. Let R be a rate pa-
rameter. One can efficiently construct an instance Ikey =
(Gkey, Skey, Dkey,Bkey) of the key dissemination problem
such that R ∈ Rsec(Isec) if and only if R ∈ Rkey(Ikey).

In [21], it is shown that even for secure-multicast instances
Isec for which Sm is of size 1, D is of size 1, B = {βe =
{e}|e ∈ E} consists of all single-edge subsets of E, all
edges in E are of unit capacity, and Sr = V , computing the
secure-multicast capacity is as hard as resolving the capacity
of multiple-unicast network coding instances. Corollary 3.1
follows from the instance Ikey obtained in the reduction from
Theorem 3.3.

Corollary 3.1 (Key-dissemination is hard): Determining
the capacity of the key-dissemination problem is at least as
difficult as determining the capacity of the multiple-unicast
network coding problem.

As discussed previously, to address Question 1 in the
general key-dissemination setting, we first define the 2-stage
decoding rate for key-dissemination.

2-stage key-dissemination feasibility: Instance I to the key-
dissemination problem is said to be (R,n)key(2)-feasible if
there exists a network code (F ,G) with blocklength n such
that

• Key-rate: K is a uniform random variable with H(K) =
Rn.

• 2-Stage decoding: There exists a collection M of bits
included in (bij : si ∈ S) such that for all dj ∈ D,
H(M |Xn

In(dj)) = 0. Moreover, K may be determined
from M , i.e., H(K|M) = 0.

• Secrecy: I(K; (Xn
e : e ∈ β)) = 0 for any subset β ∈ B.
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The 2-stage key-dissemination capacity Rkey(2)(I) of in-
stance I is defined analogously to the key-capacity Rkey(I)
of Definition 2.1.

We are now ready to state our theorem comparing
Rkey(2)(I) with Rkey(I).

Theorem 3.4 (General case, mixing helps): For any integer
α > 1, there exist instances I = (G,S,D,B) of the key-
dissemination problem such that

Rkey(I) ≥ αRkey(2)(I)

IV. PROOFS

Before presenting our proofs, we here roughly outline the
proof ideas. In the single source case of Theorem 3.1, any
uniform key K obtained through key dissemination (poten-
tially via mixing operations at the terminal nodes in the sense
of Question 1) can be replaced by a collection of message
bits, as required in secure-multicast, using an appropriate pre-
encoding function at the single source. In the non-secure case
of Theorem 3.2, any uniform key K obtained through (linear)
key dissemination can be replaced by a collection of message
bits across different sources through an iterative process in
which, at each step, an identified bit bij (held by some source
si) that is independent of K is deterministically set to 0.
This process reduces the support of K and can be shown to
preserve key rate. One proceeds until K can be represented as
a collection of message bits as required in secure-multicast.
The reduction in Theorem 3.3 essentially uses an identical
instance Ikey ' Isec, with the requirement that in Ikey any
shared key K is a function of information generated at Sm
corresponding to message-bits in Isec. This is obtained by
adding to Ikey an additional terminal that is only connected
from Sm. Finally, the proof of Theorem 3.4 involves instances
reminiscent of combination networks [50], that, on one hand,
allow a key capacity of 1 by multicasting a key K equal to
the sum-of-sources, and, on the other, are designed to have
a limited non-secure multicast sum-rate. The later, together
with the pre-defined security requirements, limits the 2-stage
key-capacity to obtain the stated gap. A simplified example
network is depicted in Figure 1.a for the special case of α = 2.

Proof of Theorem 3.1: Let I = (G,S,D,B) be an instance
of the key-dissemination problem with |S| = 1, and let
Isec = (G, (Sm, Sr), D,B) be the corresponding instance of
the secure multicast problem with Sm = Sr = S, then

Rkey(I) = Rsec(Isec)

Proof: The fact that Rkey(I) ≥ Rsec(Isec) follows from
our definitions as discussed above. To prove that Rkey(I) ≤
Rsec(Isec), consider a network code (F ,G) = ({fe}, {gj})
for I that is (R,n)key-feasible. Let K = f(m) where f is
the global-encoding function for K and m = (bj : j ∈ [`])
is the vector of random bits used by the (single) source s in
the communication over I. Here, for an integer `, we denote
the set {1, 2, . . . , `} by [`]. If |m| = ` = Rn, then by our
definitions it follows that K must equal a permutation of
m; thus slightly modifying the decoding functions in Isec to
output m we obtain an (R,n)sec-feasible code for Isec.

Let |m| = ` > Rn. As K is uniform, for each instance k of
K the preimage f−1(k) has size exactly 2`−Rn. Thus, there
exists a pre-encoding permutation π over {0, 1}` for which for
all k, π−1(f−1(k)) is of size exactly 2`−Rn and the mapping
f(π(m)) depends only on m′ = (bj : j ∈ [Rn]). This implies
that the code that first uses the pre-encoding π on m and then
proceeds using (F ,G) is (R,n)sec-feasible. Specifically,
• Message Rate: K is a uniform random variable with
H(K) = Rn such that K equals the collection of bits
(bj : j ∈ [Rn]) generated by the single source s ∈ Sm =
Sr = S.

• Decoding: For all dj ∈ D, H(K|Xn
In(dj)) = 0.

• Secrecy: Let β ∈ B, and let hβ(m) represent the global
encoding function of the original code (F ,G) for I
corresponding to (Xe : e ∈ β). In the original code,
we have, for any β ∈ B, that I(K; (Xe : e ∈ β)) =
I(f(m);hβ(m)) = 0. In the new code for Isec, the
edges e ∈ β transmit hβ(π(m)). As π is a permutation
on {0, 1}` and m is uniform, it now follows in the new
code that I(K;hβ(π(m)) = I(f(π(m));hβ(π(m))) =
I(f(m);hβ(m)) = 0 for any subset β ∈ B by the
security of (F ,G) on I.

Proof of Theorem 3.2: Let I = (G,S,D,B) be an in-
stance of the key-dissemination problem with B = φ, and let
Isec = (G, (Sm, Sr), D,B) be the corresponding instance of
the secure multicast problem with Sm = Sr = S, then

RL
key(I) = RL

sec(Isec).

Proof: The fact that RL
key(I) ≥ RL

sec(Isec) follows
from our definitions as discussed above. To show that
RL

key(I) ≤ RL
sec(Isec), consider a linear network code

(F ,G) = ({fe}, {gj}) for I that is (R,n)key-feasible. Let
K = Am where for S = (si : i ∈ |S|), mi = (bij : j ∈ [`i])
are the independent random bits used by source si in the
communication process, m = (bij : si ∈ S, j ∈ [`i])
is the vector of random bits used by all sources during
communication, ` =

∑
si∈S `i is the size of m, and A is

the nR× ` global-encoding matrix of K. Similar to the proof
of Theorem 3.1, if |m| = ` = Rn, then by our definitions it
follows that K must equal a linear permutation of m and thus
slightly modifying the decoding functions in Isec to output m
we obtain an (R,n)sec-feasible code for Isec.

Assume that |m| > Rn, we now claim that there exists
si ∈ S and j ∈ [`i] such that the matrix A′ obtained from
A by replacing the column in A corresponding to bij by the
all zero column, satisfies H(A′m) = Rn. This implies that a
new key K ′ = A′m of the same rate can be communicated
using the same linear network code (F ,G) in which source
si replaces the random bit bij by a constant value of 0, or
equivalently, source si omits random bit bij from the linear
combinations transmitted on its outgoing links. The latter, in
turn, implies that the modified code uses fewer bits from m,
i.e., only (` − 1) bits instead of the previous `. Continuing
in this manner inductively, i.e., reducing the number of bits
used from m by zeroing out columns of A, we eventually
obtain a linear multicast code for which exactly Rn bits from
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m are used to determine the uniform rate-R key shared by
the terminals. This now implies, as discussed in the case that
|m| = Rn, that Isec is (R,n)sec-feasible. Notice, that it is
crucial that we are studying the case of B = φ, as the process
above does not necessarily preserve independence between the
resulting key and other forms of information transmitted on
network links.

To prove the claim above, assume |m| = ` > Rn.
Thus there exists si ∈ S, j ∈ [`i] such that the column
of A corresponding to bij is a linear combination of the
remaining columns of A. Let A′ be the matrix obtained from
A by zeroing out the column corresponding to bij . By our
construction, the rank of A′ equals that of A, or equivalently
H(A′m) = H(K ′) = Rn.

Remark 4.1: It is still open whether Theorem 3.2 holds
for general (not necessarily linear) codes. In other words,
the answer to Question 1 restricted to the non-secure setting,
which asks if “mixing helps”, is unknown. An affirmative
answer would imply that Rkey(I) > Rsec(Isec) and thus,
as Rsec(Isec) = RL

sec(Isec) = RL
key(I) when B = φ, that

Rkey(I) > RL
key(I), i.e., that there is an advantage to non-

linear codes in key-dissemination when B = φ.

Proof of Theorem 3.3: Let Isec = (G, (Sm, Sr), D,B) be
a secure-multicast instance with |Sm| = 1. Let R be a rate
parameter. One can efficiently construct an instance Ikey =
(Gkey, Skey, Dkey,Bkey) of the key dissemination problem such
that R ∈ Rsec(Isec) if and only if R ∈ Rkey(Ikey).

Proof: Let R be a given rate parameter. We first construct
the instance Ikey = (Gkey, Skey, Dkey,Bkey) of the key dis-
semination problem with Gkey = (Vkey, Ekey). Instance Ikey
is obtained from Isec by adding a new terminal dkey to the set
D to obtain Vkey = V ∪ {dkey} and Dkey = D ∪ {dkey}, by
adding a new edge of capacity R connecting source s of Sm
with dkey to give Ekey = E∪{(s, dkey)}, by setting Bkey = B,
and by setting Skey = Sm ∪ Sr.

We show for every R′ ≤ R that there exists an (R′, n)sec-
feasible code for Isec if and only if there exists an (R′, n)key-
feasible code for Ikey. First assume that there exists an
(R′, n)sec-feasible code for Isec. Let K be the rate R′ message
that is securely communicated from Sm to all terminals in D.
Using the exact same code on Ikey and communicating K
directly on the new edge (s, dkey), one can communicate K
to all terminals in Dkey. As the original code is secure in Isec
for the edge sets in B = Bkey, the code is (R′, n)key-feasible
for Ikey.

Now assume that there exists an (R′, n)key-feasible code
for Ikey. As only information generated at Sm can be shared
between the new terminal dkey and other terminals in Dkey,
it holds that the shared uniform key K is a function of the
random bits generated at s of Sm. Moreover, as B = Bkey,
for every β ∈ B the code on Ikey satisfies I(K, (Xn

e : e ∈
β)) = 0. Now, using ideas of Theorem 3.1, one can pre-
encode at s to obtain a code that, when restricted to G, is an
(R′, n)sec-feasible code for Isec. This concludes the proof of
our assertion.

Proof of Theorem 3.4: For any integer α > 1, there exist
instances I = (G,S,D,B) of the key-dissemination problem
such that

Rkey(I) ≥ αRkey(2)(I)

Proof: Let α > 1. Roughly speaking, the instance
I = (G,S,D,B) we present is reminiscent of the combination
network [50]. The network I, depicted in a simplified form
in Figure 1.a for the special case of α = 2, has the following
structure. G is acyclic and has three layers of nodes. The first
layer consists of the source nodes S = {s1, . . . , sr}. Here,
we set r to be equal to α + 1. The second layer consists
of two sets of intermediate nodes U = {u1, . . . , ur} and
Ū = {ū1, . . . , ūr}. The final layer consists of terminal nodes
D = {di}i∈[r]. The edge set of G consists of the following
edges, an edge (si, ui) for every i ∈ [r], an edge (sj , ūi) for
every j 6= i in [r]2, an edge (ui, di) and (ūi, di) for every
i ∈ [r]. Each edge has capacity 1. For each node v ∈ U ∪ Ū ,
the set B contains a subset βv = (e : e ∈ In(v)) comprising
all incoming edges to v. Thus, B = {βv : v ∈ U ∪ Ū}.

We first show that Rkey(I) ≤ 1. Consider any network
code for I that is (R,n)key-feasible. Let K be the key
shared by all terminal nodes. For nodes v ∈ U ∪ Ū , let
e(v) be the (single) edge leaving v and let Xn

e(v) be the
information transmitted on e(v). Since βv ∈ B, it must hold
that I(K;Xn

e(v)) ≤ I(K; (Xn
e : e ∈ βv)) = 0. We now show

that this implies that R ≤ 1. Let i ∈ [r], and consider terminal
di. The structure of I implies that

H(K) = I(K;Xn
e(ui)

, Xn
e(ūi)

)

= I(K;Xn
e(ui)

) + I(K;Xn
e(ūi)
|Xn

e(ui)
))

= I(K;Xn
e(ūi)
|Xn

e(ui)
)) ≤ H(Xn

e(ūi)
) ≤ n.

To show that Rkey(I) = 1, we present a network code for
I that is (1, n)key-feasible (i.e., of rate R = 1). Roughly
speaking, our code communicates the sum of all sources to
each terminal di. Formally, for n = 1, source node si sends
a single bit bi on all its outgoing edges, and nodes ui and ūi
send the binary sum of their incoming information on their
single outgoing edge. Summing these, every terminal obtains
the (shared) sum

∑r
i=1 bi. Due to the nature of K, for any

βv ∈ B it holds that I(K; (Xn
e : e ∈ βv)) = 0. We conclude

that I is (R,n)key-feasible for R = 1.
We now show that Rkey(2)(I) ≤ 1

r−1 . Consider any network
code for I that is (R,n)key(2)-feasible. Let the decoded mes-
sages from the first decoding stage be M = (bij : (i, j) ∈ I)
and let K be the key obtained by the second stage. Recall
that H(K|M) = 0. Let Mi = (bij : (i, j) ∈ I) be the bits in
M generated at source si ∈ S, and let Ri = Mi/n. For any
i ∈ [r], removing a single edge from I separates terminal
di from sources (sj : j 6= i). Therefore, using standard
cut-set bounds with respect to terminal di, it holds that∑
j 6=iRi ≤ 1. By summing the above over i, we conclude that∑
i

∑
j 6=iRi ≤ r, which in turn implies that

∑
iRi ≤

r
r−1 .

Moreover, as ui ∈ U lies on the only path from si to terminal
di, H(Mi|Xn

In(ui)
) = 0. By our definition of B we have for

all i ∈ [r] that I(K;Xn
In(ui)

) = 0, which now implies that
I(K;Mi) = 0 for all i ∈ [r]. Similarly, by our definition of



B, it holds that I(K; (Mj : j 6= i)) = 0 for all i ∈ [r] since
ūi ∈ Ū lies on the only path from {sj}j 6=i to di. Thus, for
every i ∈ [r],

H(K) = I(K;M)

= I(K; (Mj : j 6= i)) + I(K;Mi|(Mj : j 6= i))

= I(K;Mi|(Mj : j 6= i)) ≤ H(Mi) = Rin.

Summing over all i ∈ [r], we therefor conclude that rH(K) ≤
n
∑
iRi ≤ n · r

r−1 , implying that Rn = H(K) ≤ n
r−1 . We

conclude that

1 = Rkey(I) ≥ (r − 1)Rkey(2)(I) = αRkey(2)(I).

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work addresses the key-dissemination problem in the
context of network coding, in which a number of results
comparing key capacity with the traditional secure-multicast
capacity are presented. For single-source networks and linear
non-secure networks, we show that there is no rate advantage
in the flexible nature of the shared key K in key-dissemination
when compared to the requirement of secure-multicast that
K include source information bits. For general instances, we
demonstrate rate advantages of key-dissemination when com-
pared to secure-multicast or restricted forms of 2-stage key-
dissemination decoding. Finally, we show that determining the
key capacity is as hard as determining the secure-multicast
capacity which, in turn, is as hard as determining the multiple-
unicast network coding capacity.

Several questions remain open or unstudied in this work.
For the non-secure (multiple-source) setting, it is currently
unresolved whether mixing (in the sense of Question 1)
allows improved key rates compared to traditional multi-source
multicast. This work does not address the multiple-multicast
analog of key-dissemination in which different sets of ter-
minals require independent secret keys, potentially mutually
hidden between the different terminal sets. Understanding the
multiple-multicast analog of key-dissemination exhibits chal-
lenges even for the 2-multicast case and has strong connections
to the cryptographic study of secret sharing. Finally, efficient
communication schemes, especially designed for the multicast
(or the multiple-multicast analog) of key-dissemination are not
presented in this work. While one can design multicast key-
dissemination schemes relying on random linear network cod-
ing enhanced with certain security measures, a comprehensive
study in this aspect is the subject of ongoing work.
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